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Abstract—To address the node cascading failure (CF) of the wireless sensor
networks (WSNs), considering such factors as node load and maximum capacity in scale-free topology, this paper establishes the WSN dynamic fault tolerant
topology model based on node cascading failure, analyses the relationships between node load, topology and dynamic fault tolerance, and demonstrates the
proposed model through simulation test. It studies the effects of topology parameter and load in case of random node failure in the network node cascading
failure, and utilizes the theoretical derivation method to derive the structural
feature of scale-free topology and the capacity limit for the WSNs large-scale
cascading failure, effectively enhancing the cascading fault tolerance of traditional WSNs. The simulation test results show that, with the degree distribution
parameter C increasing, the minimum network node degree will increase accordingly, and in highly intensive topology, the dynamic fault tolerance will be
better; with the parameter ! increasing, the maximum degree of the network
node will gradually decrease, and the degree distribution of topology structure
tends to be uniform, so that the large-scale cascading failure caused by node
failure will have less influence on the WSN, and further improve the dynamic
fault tolerance performance of the system.
Keywords—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), scale-free topology, dynamic
fault-tolerant capacity, cascading failure (CF), optimization

1

Introduction

The cascading failure (CF) is the key issue that constrains the further development
of WSNs. CF means that in case that one node fails in the system, the load of this
node would be transferred to the neighbouring nodes, and if the total load of these
nodes exceeds the upper limit of its capacity, the neighbouring nodes would also fail,
finally causing widespread network CF in the vicious cycle [1-3].
The fault tolerance performance of WSNs can help restrain the CF of the nodes.
The fault tolerance can be mainly divided into two types - static and dynamic fault
tolerance. Lots of researches have been made on the static fault tolerance, but the CF
of network nodes is related to the dynamic fault tolerance [4-9]. The scale-free topology structure can well restrain the node failure, further enhancing the dynamic fault
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tolerance of WSNs [10-12]. However, the traditional fault tolerance indicates that the
failure of a single node will not cause the CF of neighbouring nodes, which is obviously contrary to the actual situation. So far, such methods as CASCADE model and
Sandpile model, etc. have been proposed to restrain the CF of network noded [13-23].
The capacity limit and intrusion tolerance of network nodes is an effective method
to restrain CF. According to current studies, optimization has been made mostly to the
node load capacity or the link connection between and neighbouring nodes etc. However, the inherent features of WSNs have limited the above optimizations to some
extent; therefore, for the network node CF, the analysis should be mainly made on the
fault tolerance to scale-free topology cascading failure.
To address the node CF of the wireless sensor networks (WSNs), considering such
factors as node load and maximum capacity in scale-free topology, this paper establishes the WSN dynamic fault tolerant topology model based on node cascading failure, analyses the relationships between node load, topology and dynamic fault tolerance, and demonstrates the proposed model through simulation test.

2

WSN node cascading failure model

CF in WSNs means that in case that one node fails in the system, the load of this
node would be transferred to the neighbouring nodes, and if the total load of these
nodes exceeds the upper limit of its capacity, the neighbouring nodes would also fail,
finally causing widespread network CF in the vicious cycle. The node load Li is expressed as follows:

Li = ki!

(1)

where, ki means the degree of node; ! is the load parameter; Li is expressed with
the power function of node degree:

Li ( new ) = Li + !ij = Li + L j k j

(2)

Li(new) is the sum of original load and new load. The CF resulting from load redistribution will not stop until the load of the nodes is less than the capacity. The CF
size can be expressed by the residual network connection size:

S = N1 N

(3)

N1and N stand for the initial number of network nodes and the maximum number
of nodes in the connection size. The higher S is, the less damage there will be to the
network, and the smaller the scale of the CF will be.
Figure 1 shows the topology CF process of a WSN. Based on formula 1-3 and Fig
1, the node CF process of the WSN consists of the following steps:
(1) Set the nodes of a specific WSN as vi (i=1,2, 3…, N), and the load as Li, and
keep all nodes in the initial state with the same capacity C;
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(2) Suppose that after some time of operation, one node vi of the network system
fails, and distributes its load in a balanced manner to a neighbouring node K, then the
load of the neighbouring node vj is:

Li ( ! ) = Li + L j k j

(4)

kj means the degree of node vj; and Li(") means the re-distributed load.
(3) Evaluate the distributed loads of all residual nodes. If Li(")>C, this node fails;
continue to perform calculation in step 2 until Li(")<C for all nodes, and then the CF
process is finished.

vd

vb
va

vc

Fig. 1. Schematic diagramof WSN cascading failure

3

WSN CF fault tolerance evaluation

Considering that the WSN node capacity is pre-set in manufacturing process, it is
not realistic to use the dynamic optimization method to restrain the CF of scale-free
topology. Suppose the initial capacity of nodes is C and that the load is ": when a is
small, the node load should also be small; therefore, there is no CF in the WSN, and
the maximum connection size S in the network system is large; with ! increasing
gradually, the node load changes greatly, and accordingly CF occurs more easily;
when the maximum connection component S decreases to the minimum standard Sth,
" will be the limit value for the WSN cascading failure.
The probability generating function is used to calculate the value S in cascading
failure, and the degree distribution function of the WSN scale-free topology is expressed as:

p ( k ) = ck "! (c > 0, ! > 0)

(5)

Then the probability generating function is expressed as:
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kmax

g0 ( x ) =

! p (k ) x

k

k = kmin

(6)
1

kmin and kmax mean the upper and lower limits for node degree. Let q (k) be the
probability of one failure node, and select any edge connected to the failure node to
make load transmission. The generating function of the node transmitting the load can
be expressed as:

g1 ( x ) =

kmax !1

"

k = kmin !1

q1 ( k ) x k =

1 kmax 1
q (k ) xk
"
x k = kmin

(7)

In actual network system, the initial loads of all nodes differ, and the failure nodes
have different influences on the neighbouring nodes; therefore, q1(k) can be expressed
as:

q1 ( k ) =

kmax

!

i = kmin

kmax

eik =

! p (i )p ( k ) p (ik )

i = kmin

1

2

3

(8)

eik indicates the probability that the load of the failure node is transmitted to the second neighbouring nodes and then causes its failure; P2(k) is the probability that one
edge is randomly selected to the failure node.
kmax

p2 (k ) = kp ( k )

!

k = kmin

kp ( k )

(9)
p3(ik) means the probability of causing the node failure of K node degree.

c0
"1
1 + kmax
i i
p3 ( ik ) =
,
<
!
c0 " k !
ln kmax
ln

!

(10)

Then q1(k) can be transformed into:

q1 ( k ) =

kmax

$ ci

i = kmin

#"

kck

#"

kmax

$ kck

i = kmin

c0
#1
c (2 # " )i k
1 + kmax
i i
!
=
<
,
$
2#"
2#"
c0 # k ! i =kmin ( kmax
# kmin
)(c0 # k ! ) ln kmax
!

#"

kmax

! # " #1 1# "

ln

(11)

Given that the remaining degree (arriving at the node) is (RD)arrive, and that the
network cascading failure is (CF)i, when one node fails in the system, the connected
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node on the edge K will also fail, and then the maximum number of connected normal
nodes in the network system may fall into different cases depending on the remaining
degree: (1) when (RD)arrive=0, (CF)1=1; (2) when (RD)arrive=1, (CF)2=1+(CF)1, and so
on. The generating function h1(x) of the network size after CF is:
2

h1 ( x ) = xq1 ( 0 ) + xq1 (1) h1 ( x ) + xq1 ( 2 ) !#h1 ( x )"$ + ! = xg1 ( h1 ( x ) )

(12)

Combining g1(x) with q1(k), we have:
g1 ( h1 ( x ) ) =

kmax

1

( q ( k ) &$h ( x )'%

k = kmin

k #1

1

=

kmax

c ( 2 # " ) i! #" #1k 1#"

kmax

( ( (k

k = kmin i == kmin

2#"
max

2#"
# kmin
)(c0 # k ! )

&$h1 ( x )'%

k #1

c0
#1
1 + kmax
,! <
ln kmax
ln

(13)

When x=1, h1(1) can be transformed into:

c0
#1
c (2 # " )i k
k #1
1 + kmax
h1 (1) = g1 ( h1 (1)) = ) ) 2#" 2#"
h
$
!
<
1
,
%
&
' 1 ( )(
!
ln kmax
k = kmin i == kmin ( kmax # kmin )( c0 # k )
kmax

ln

! #" #1 1# "

kmax

(14)

Then the network size in case of node failure is:

h0 (1) =

kmax

k

! p ( k ) [u ]

k = kmin

(15)

Based on the network size, the maximum connected component S can be further
obtained:

S = 1 ! h0 (1) = 1 !

kmax

k

" p ( k ) [u ]

k = kmin

(16)

c0
#1
c (2 # " )i
k
1 + kmax
k #1
u= $ $
u
!
<
,
[
]
2#"
2#"
!
ln kmax
k = kmin i == kmin ( k max # kmin )( c0 # k )
kmax

kmax

! # " #1 1# "

ln

(17)

The two formulas above are the quantified forms of S for CF. Given the electricitysaving capacity and WSN distribution index, S is only related to !, that is, the higher
! is, the greater u will be; and the maximum connected component S is inversely
proportional to load.
The network data transmission quality and service quality are related to S; therefore, the data acquisition and quality transmission can be controlled by adjusting the S
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value. The limit capacity of WSN scale-free topology should meet the following requirements:

Sth =1!

kmax

k

kmax

kmax

& p (k )"#u!$% , u! = & &

k=kmin

k=kmin i==kmin

(

c0
!1
c 2! ! i k
k!1
"u!$ ,!! < 1+ kmax
#%
2!!
2!!
ln kmax
kmax
! kmin
c0 ! k !!

( )

ln

!! !" !1 1!!

)(

)

(18)

As 0<Sth<1 and u is under the monotone increasing trend, when ! goes towards
negative infinity, u tends to be 0. Hence, in WSN, the widespread CF issue can be
restrained by keeping the node load lower than the limit capacity, thus further improving the dynamic fault tolerance of the network system.

4

Simulation test and analysis

In the simulation test, the capacity limit of nodes was imposed to boost node failure, and a random node failure system of WSN scale-free topology structure was
established. By analysing the relationship between the degree distribution and CF in
WSN, the author studied the inhibiting effect of the established model on the node
CF.
With Matlab as the simulation platform, two topology structures were constructed
to help analyse the validity of the established model. The number of nodes in topology structure 1 was 200, with the degree distribution p(k)=1.89k-2.89, and the number of
nodes in topology structure 2 was 200 with degree distribution p(k)=2.13k-2.61. Nodes
were randomly deleted in the calculation. For the simulation results, please refer to
Figure 2, where the X-axis represents the load parameter #, and the Y-axis stands for
the maximum connected size. The figure shows that as # increased gradually, the CF
sizes of both topology structures were on an increasing trend; and the cascading failure of topology structure 2 is more serious than 1. In topology structure 1, no widespread node failure occurs, but in 2, when #=0.9-1.0, there occurs widespread node
CF, which means that the actual degree distribution of WSN scale-free topology differs greatly from the theoretical calculation result; the theoretical calculation result
reflects the statistical average, while the simulation result is only one of the theoretical results.
In the widespread node failure for WSN system, if there still exists a large S, then it
indicates better WSN scale-free topology fault tolerance. Figure 3 indicates the CF
sizes at different values of the degree distribution parameter C. The number of nodes
was set at 200, and C was set at 2, 8, and 18 respectively, with the full line in figure
indicating the theoretical degree distribution curves at different C values and the scattered points indicating the practical degree distributions at different C values.
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Fig. 2. Simulation test with two kinds of topology structures

Besides, the algorithm was based on the degree distribution adjusted (DDA) controlled by scale-free fault tolerant topology. The figure shows that, with C increasing,
the minimum degree Dmin gradually increased; when c=2, Dmin=1; at c=8, Dmin=2; and
at c=18, Dmin=3, which means that the value C and the node-connected edge has a
proportional relation, i.e. the higher C is, the more intensive the topology will be.
Figure 4 depicts the relation curve of the maximum connection size S and the load
" at three different values of C. With 0.1 as the step size, ! gradually increased, and
the initial node capacity was set at 15. It shows that, given C, S was constant no matter how ! changed; with C increasing, S was larger,- specifically, when c=2, S=0.79;
when c=8, S=0.97; and when c=18, S=0.98. According to Fig 3 and 4, C is related to
the intensity of the network topology, i.e. the higher C is, the more intensive the topology structure will be, and the better the dynamic fault tolerance will be.
Figure 5 indicates the CF sizes at different values of another degree distribution parameter $. The number of nodes was also set at 200, and $ was set at 2.5, 3, and 3.5
respectively, with the full line in Figure indicating the theoretical degree distribution
curves at different $ values and the scattered points indicating the practical degree
distributions at different $ values. Besides, the X-axis represents the node degree k,
and the y-axis, the node degree distribution function value. The figure shows that with
$ increasing, the maximum degree Dmax gradually increased; when $=2.5, Dmax=16;
when $=3, Dmax=13; and when $=3.5, Dmin=12, which means that the higher $ is, the
fewer nodes there will be with greater node degrees in the network system, and the
more uniform the degree distribution of the topology structure tends to be.
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Fig. 3. Degree distribution curves of scale-free topology structures at different distribution
parameters
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Figure 6 depicts the relation curve of the maximum connection size S and the load
" at three different values of !. With 0.1 as the step size, ! gradually increased, and
the initial node capacity was set at 15. It is found that at different $ values, the S-"
distribution curve showed the same changing pattern as C, i.e. given !, S was constant
no matter how ! changed; with C increasing, S was larger – specifically, when !=2.5,
S=0.70; when !=3, S=0.79; when !=3.5, S=0.84. The higher ! is, the more uniform the
degree distribution of the topology structure will be; otherwise, the more disorderly it
will be. In the uniform topology structure distribution, the large-scale cascading failure caused by node failure will have little influence on the WSN, which will further
improve the dynamic fault tolerance of the system.
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5

Conclusion

To address the node CF of WSNs, considering such factors as node load and maximum capacity in scale-free topology, this paper establishes the WSN dynamic fault
tolerant topology model based on node cascading failure, analyses the relationships
between node load, topology and dynamic fault tolerance, and demonstrates the proposed model through simulation test. The following conclusions are obtained:
It studies the effects of topology parameter and load in case of random node failure
in the network node cascading failure, and utilizes the theoretical derivation method
to derive the structural feature of scale-free topology and the capacity limit for the
WSNs large-scale cascading failure, effectively enhancing the cascading fault tolerance of traditional WSNs.
The simulation test results show that, with the degree distribution parameter C increasing, the minimum network node degree will increase accordingly, and in highly
intensive topology, the dynamic fault tolerance will be better; with the parameter !
increasing, the maximum degree of the network node will gradually decrease, and the
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degree distribution of topology structure tends to be uniform, so that the large-scale
cascading failure caused by node failure will have less influence on the WSN, and
further improve the dynamic fault tolerance performance of the system.
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